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MOONLIGHT®
GLOBE LIGHTS
Moonlight® Globe Lights are dramatic,
shatterproof spheres from 10 to 30"
in diameter that create an elegant
ambience for interiors and landscapes.
Engineered, developed and manufactured in
Germany, Moonlight® has won numerous design
awards and has received some of the lighting
industry’s highest ratings for resistance to damaging
elements like moisture and dust intrusion.
Designed to stand up to commercial applications,
Moonlight® Globe Lights are also perfectly suited for
households using standard 120v power.
Moonlight® is ideal for both security and accent
lighting providing a soft, glare-free glowing light
that illuminates walkways, porches, decks,
landscaping, entries, stairwells, pools, lakes
and more.
Moonlight’s versatile product line can accommodate
every use you can think of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secured to the ground for landscape lighting
Speaker Globes for indoor/outdoor Light & Sound
Floating for use in a lake, pool or fountain
Pole mounted for street or driveway lighting
Portable as an indoor/outdoor lamp
Suspended from a ceiling, tree top or roof eaves
as a pendant light with or without sound
• Cordless battery operated to take with you
camping or to the beach
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Variety
Moonlight® Globe Lights are available in
a great variety of sizes and options to
suit every application.
There are literally 10,000 different combinations you
can create with Moonlight®. A variety of power
options, size, color and usage variations are available.
In addition, Moonlight® Globe Lights use energy
efficient compact fluorescent bulbs or new LED bulbs.

Portable
Using an extra long cord, our portable version plugs
into any standard household plug and can be used
both inside and outside. Available in white, daylight
colors and stonelook colors with interchangeable
color filters, full and half globe shapes and in sizes
from 10” to 30” in diameter.

Hard Wired
Mounted directly to a surface as you would any fixed
light, there are two options: Surface Mount and
Subsurface Mount. Surface mount is for a wall,
ceiling, exterior hard surface, pool deck, dock piling,
etc. Subsurface Mount is for use in landscape
applications. Available in white, daylight colors and
stonelook colors with interchangeable color filters,
full globe, half globe (surface only) and in sizes from
10” to 30” in diameter.

Cordless
Using integrated rechargeable batteries, our
cordless version lets you take Moonlight® anywhere.
Great as a table centerpiece at a wedding or
special event, fabulous grouped as an accent, on
stairs or designating an entry, combine with optional
tray for VIP cocktail service, an alternative to the
campfire on the beach, a utility light when the
power goes out, this versatile version has many uses.
Available in white, daylight colors and stonelook
colors with interchangeable color filters in sizes from
10” to 30” in diameter.
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Style Options
to suit any

Application
Full Globes
Our most popular style of globe is the full globe.
Consisting of a sphere with a hidden flat bottom for
stability, this globe appears like a full globe from
above. The hidden base allows the globe to rest
safely on any surface. Mounting bases for
permanent indoor/outdoor installation are available.

Half Hemisphere Globes
Our hemisphere globe is perfectly suited for a low
profile application. Great as a landscape light, an
entry light, as a security light for a stairwell or
decoratively as a wall sconce. Mounting bases for
permanent indoor/outdoor installation are available.

Floating Spherical Globes
One of the most memorable products in our line is
our floating globe. A completely spherical light
that’s weighted to remain upright and completely
watertight. This globe will draw a crowd and create
a sensation where ever it’s used, whether pool, lake
or large fountain.

Moonlight® Sound
Never before has there been a fixture such as this,
combining soft illumination with 360° professional
audio speakers in one fixture. A perfect solution for
theme parks, night clubs, lounges, events, rentals
and home use. Moonlight® Sound is a revolutionary
product whose time has come.

Pendant Globe
Fantastic for both home and commercial use, the
pendant globe fits any decor. Available with a full
range of color variations plus an optional internal
speaker, the light has the benefit of bringing both
illumination and music to the table in one fixture.
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Color

Options
A rainbow of color options to
transform Moonlight® Globe Lights

Color Filters
A wide assortment of interchangeable color filters
act like sleeves over the compact fluorescent bulb.
Filters turn your white Moonlight® into a colorful
spectacular matching your event’s color plans or
simply setting the right mood. Choose from 24
different colors encompassing multiple shades of
yellow, green, pink, violet, red, turquoise, blue and
more.

Daylight Colors
Fully integrated into the polyethylene material,
Moonlight® Daylight Colors are a permanent option
for both day and night visibility. Colors include red,
green, blue and yellow as well as stone looking
colors terra cotta, sandstone and granite. Custom
matching to corporate colors is available.

LED
The newest option offered by Moonlight®
incorporates the latest LED technology in
programmable LED lighting. Softly transitioning
colors add drama and excitement to interior spaces,
special events, landscape grounds and productions.

NeverDark®
Available as an option on every Moonlight® product,
NeverDark® is a mineral additive that allows the
globe to glow when power has been disconnected.
Illuminating for up to 90 minutes, NeverDark® adds
a security option to the light allowing for safer
emergency egress in emergencies.
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5 Options to Suit your needs

Installation
Plug-In
Flexible use is the key with our standard plug-in
light. Use it as you would any lamp with the added
benefit of water resistance so you can take it outside
with you.

Battery
Cordless for unlimited possibilities like camping,
beach or anywhere you want to go. Charge the
globe during the day for up to 8 hours of soft,
glowing light in the evening.

Surface Mount
A stable, flat bottomed mounting base for use on
solid surfaces like sidewalks, pool decks, boat docks
etc. complete with pilot holes for wiring and
anchors.

Sub-Surface Mount
Specially designed for landscape lighting with a deep
well and extra-long anchors for stability. This mount
also has pilot holes for wiring.

Floating
Completely sealed and water tight, our floating
globe can operate on a rechargeable battery or with
a waterproof electrical cable which also serves as a
tether to keep the globe in place in the water.
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